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Introduction 

This collection of pictures has been created by Jaguar 
Photographic Society. It started with an idea; set a challenge to 
take some photographs, all with a single theme.


What does CITY mean to you? 

A place to live, work, play, commute, history, modern, fun and 
more. Everyone has a different idea and experience of a CITY 
but how to show what interests you and what city means to you 
in pictures.


That was the brief at the outset and this is the result, some very 
personal views of a CITY. 


Compiled by Russ Fowler & Tony Cartwright
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CONGESTED
City for me is people/housing/commuting and lots of it.


As we move to central locations cities grow and the support 
services try to cope but what I see is congestion.


House upon house, mass transport clogging roads, close 
proximity, moving/waiting all come about as we centralise to the 

CITY.

Russ Fowler













BRIGHT LIGHTS 
and Tall Buildings 
The iconic London skyline is defined by its famous landmark 
buildings such as the London Eye, the Shard and Post office 
Tower.


‘Bright Lights and Tall Buildings’ help define a City and the early 
evening light really does bring out the best of a city’s skyline.


Each set of buildings is unique.


Some may impress and some may be ugly but they certainly make 
me want to stand and stare. Coventry may not have the Shard or 
London Eye but it certainly has its share of more modest buildings 
to attract our attention.


Stuart Morrison





New Meets old as the Grade 2 listed Swimming pool stands next to the new ‘CODE’ Student accommodation 



Eaton House alongside the Ring Road in Coventry 



Belgrade Plaza a place for Theatre, restaurants and student accommodation on a cold and rainy night 



Friars House and the Boulevard to Station Square



A View from ‘Friargate looking down at the 
Ring Road the main Urban motorway which 
cuts a swath through some of the city’s new 
developments and highlights the magic of –  
‘Tall Buildings and Bright Lights’ 



‘Friargate’, to the right is the City Councils new office and the start of a new Commercial Centre



Unite Students Building at Millennium 
View is certainly an odd shaped building 
no matter how you look at it



Coventry is famous for its historic Three Spires but can you see its fourth more modern spire in this image?



CITY

Allan Stewart













RENEWAL
or could it be BLIGHT?

The City is tired

Renewal begins

Bulldozers move in and cranes rise up

to tower over the landscape

History is lost


Youngsters arrive

New squeezes old

Progress, thoughtless of tradition 

noisily overwhelms the city

History is lost


New is better

Old is forgotten

Shapes, colours and scale overwhelm

and harmony disappears

History is lost


How will it end?

Is the city a better place?

Is this where we want to be,

renewed, but

History is lost.Tony Cartwright



Harmony is lost



Towering



Rising Up



Forgotten



History



CITY

John Shuttleworth

a place  
crowded 

confusion 
rushing 
waiting 

escaping

full of people

hustle and bustle 

of colour and light

with places to go

pausing for thought

for a coffee with friends

















LITTER in the City
For me, every where I go in our City I see litter!


 

Don’t we care about what our City looks like? 


For some, they just eat and drink and discard, with no 
thought that has on the appearance of their (or our) 

surroundings!

 


How difficult is it to find a bin? 


Robert Watts





We’re in the age of the TAKE-AWAY, 
the seagulls and rodents love us!  



And it’s not only food waste!  





I had to think about why someone would abandon a bike?  
Were the wheels stolen? Or did they lose the key to the bike lock?  



This is just lazy!  The someone else will take it away attitude.  



I’m thirsty, I’ll just buy a can, and then,  I’ll just throw it away!  



We don’t care where we leave 
our litter! I’ve finished with it, I’ll 
just leave it here.  





This has to STOP



It’s up to YOU!  



THE WALL
The City Wall of Coventry 

At a recent Jaguar Photographic Society Meeting I showed a 
photograph of the City Wall in Lady Herbert’s Garden, stating 
that it was the only remaining part of the wall. Having been 
informed that there were several other pieces, I undertook to find 
them all; despite living in Coventry of over 60 years, I did not 
know that they existed. A well-kept secret indeed.


The city wall was constructed between 1356 and was completed 
in its final form in 1534. It had a circumference of 2.1miles long, 
with twenty towers and twelve gates. The wall was demolished 
on the orders of King Charles II following the city’s support for 
the Parliamentarians in the civil war. Two gates and several short 
sections of the wall remain.


Bill Gill





Cook Street Gate was completed in about 1385.  



Walking around the existing wall in a clockwise direction the first remaining piece is in Lady Herbert’s Garden. The longest 
section of surviving wall was given to the City by Sir Alfred Herbert in 1932. 



Swanswell Gate, formerly known as Priory Gate was completed in 1440. The gate gave access to the Prior’s gardens outside the city wall 
including Swanswell fishpool. The archways were blocked, windows inserted and the roof raised when it was converted into a house. The 
gatehouse and adjacent gardens were given to the city by Sir Alfred Herbert in 1932 



This long section of the wall is alongside junction 3 of the ring road. Regrettably there is no signage to say what it is. I suspect 
that many passing it by do not give it a second glance. 



An extensive part of the wall, along Gulson Road, remains in use as a wall today. At the end of the existing wall a tower stood 
and the wall turned left to go to Gosford Street. 



In the photo above, near Short Street, there is unfortunately not much wall visible, which sits largely hidden under the concrete 
plinth below the chain-link fence. It took three visits to track it down! 



Part of the city wall built into the end wall of 180, Spon Street, a much altered 18th century house 



The wall behind Bond’s Hospital. It can be viewed through a railing on Lower Holyhead Road by the junction with Spon Street. 
Another part hidden away! 



The wall followed Spon Street and turned right around Bond’s Hospital. Part of the wall survives as the end wall of St John’s 
Alms House, but it is hidden under foliage.



From Upper Well Street a path leads to the Bishop Street Gate passing alongside a stretch of the wall which includes a tower.  



From one side h tower appears to be in good condition…. But the inside of the wall looks like it needs attention. 



The base of a tower and part of the wall remain near the site of the Bishop Street Gate 
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